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lSTM neTworKS for AnAeroBiC DiGeSTer ConTrol

Purpose. To study the possibility of use of artificial intelligence systems based on neural networks for the improvement of the 
efficiency of the biogas production in the anaerobic digester by optimization of the nonlinear control system.

Methodology. Mathematical modeling and computer simulation for building an adaptive control system based on neural LSTM 
network and reinforcement learning. The study of the learning convergence of the neural network based on a nonlinear mathe
matical model of the technological process.

findings. The performed computational experiment showed that the learning convergence could be achieved after 600 episodes 
in a model with two control channels and four measurement channels. It also proved the efficiency of the proposed adaptive con
trol system for the program model of the technological process. The results confirmed the ultimate possibility to use this approach 
for biogas production control in the anaerobic digester in the real world settings.

originality. It is shown that the task of controlling the biogas production in the anaerobic digester can be solved based on the 
reinforcement learning approach implemented for a continuous nonlinear dynamic system. The system can be implemented as two 
neural networks in the actorcritic architecture. To build the module of critic and the module of the controller of the adaptive 
control system, it was proposed to use the neural network architecture based on a special type of recursive neural network called 
LSTM neural networks, which were not previously used to control the production of biogas in the anaerobic digester.

Practical value. The proposed method for constructing a control system for the anaerobic digesters will lead to an increase in 
the efficiency of biogas production as an alternative renewable energy source. Expansion of the scope of use of anaerobic digesters 
will also have a significant impact on solving the problem of utilization of industrial and household human waste.

Keywords: process control, anaerobic digester control, reinforcement learning, neural networks, LSTM networks, adaptive critic 
systems

introduction. The search for alternative energy sources 
makes the production of biogas in the anaerobic digester as a 
renewable fuel increasingly important. The biochemical pro
cess enables conversion of complex organic materials in di
gesters into a clean renewable energy source – biogas. Recent 
research has demonstrated the great potential of biogas not 
only as a fuel but also as a product for processing various types 
of waste [1].

However, the creation and maintenance of the necessary 
technological process in the anaerobic digester is not an easy 
task and requires new solutions. Due to the complexity of the 
biogas production process and the simplified control system, 
the anaerobic digester usually works below their optimal per
formance. In addition, the prevailing use of PID regulators for 
production parameter control makes the process of biogas 
production inefficient – practically, on the edge of economic 
feasibility.

Today, there is a need for an adapting monitoring and op
timization system for fitting the parameters of the biogas pro
duction process and the composition of the fermented sub
strate. Existing systems use predictive control schemes, which 
are ineffective in a dynamic production environment.

In this paper, we propose a solution, which helps to in
crease the efficiency of sludge processing in the anaerobic di
gester. The idea is to create an adaptive control system aimed 
at increase in both the biogas yield and the methane concen
tration in it. The successful operation of such a system would 
create the conditions for the economically feasible introduc
tion of biogas production technology to alternative energy and 
waste disposal systems.

related work. The anaerobic digester (Fig. 1) is a continu
ous chemical anaerobic reactor designed to produce biogas by 
microbiological desorption of organic substrates. A mixture of 
raw substrates and biologically active sludge is fermented [2].

The conversion of the substrate loaded to an anaerobic di
gester into biogas can be performed under two different tem
perature conditions: mesophilic fermentation is carried out at 
the temperature of 30–35 °C, and thermophilic fermentation 
at the temperature of 50–55 °C.

Each type of fermentation corresponds to a specific type of 
bacteria. Bacteria are very sensitive to temperature. A change 
in temperature by several degrees can lead to a change in the 
dominant type of reaction from the methane reaction to the 
acid fermentation.

The anaerobic digesters in the thermophilic process use 
the flow scheme. Raw materials are heated with the superheat
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ed steam by a steam jet injector. Temperature is the most im
portant parameter that can be controlled in the fermentation 
process. Thus, most of the other parameters are usually not 
analyzed. This leads to ineffective work of the digester. Among 
the other important parameters are:

 the amount of fats, proteins, carbohydrates, as well as the 
humidity and the temperature of the loaded substrate;

 the acidity;
 biochemical oxygen consumption of the incoming and 

purified fluid;
 loading speed of the anaerobic digester;
 mixing speed;
 steam temperature and pressure;
 gas pressure in the anaerobic digester.
Knowledge of these parameters allows taking into account 

the features of the biochemical reactions and adjusting the 
mode of the digester’s operation.

Mathematical modeling of biochemical and physical pro
cesses occurring in the digester is quite difficult to implement 
[3, 4]. The process is characterized by significantly different 
dynamics for the control channels of temperature and gas flow, 
concentrations of liquid and solid phases. In addition, bacteria 
involved in the synthesis of methane use mechanisms which 
are still not sufficiently understood.

There have been attempts to build digester control systems 
aimed at optimization of the biogas production [5, 6]. The 
control schemes proposed in the correspondent papers use 
control with prediction. Such an approach requires a prelimi
nary identification of the control object, which can lead to in
efficient control if the conditions have changed.

Control modules of the dynamic systems for which a for
malized model cannot be created, machinelearning methods, 
in particular, neural networks are successfully used.

Neurocontrol is a method for adaptive control. Initially, 
the classical multilayer network and correspondent supervised 
learning methods were proposed for the direct control of the 
object. The best control results were obtained when using mul
tilayer networks with delay lines.

Despite their popularity, these classical methods do not 
work optimally with modern biogas production systems. The 
reason is the highly nonlinear nature of the control object, 
which is inflicted by the uncertainty of external factors. This 
also increases the complexity of the control problem.

An interesting approach is to use reinforcement learning of 
neural networks for both discrete [7] and continuous [8] systems. 
The effectiveness of this approach is proved by modeling. This 
approach can also be used for our task of the digester control.

Recently, new solutions based on recurrent neural net
works that model the human brain functioning more accu
rately, have appeared in the field of artificial intelligence [9].

LSTM networks (Long shortterm memory units) are a 
special kind of recurrent neural networks. They are relevant 
due to the high speed of learning and the ability to memorize 
longterm dependencies. This allows using them effectively for 
dynamic systems control.

However, the possibilities of using LSTM networks for 
adaptive control of the anaerobic digester with the help of the 
reinforcement learning approach have not yet been studied. 
This publication is aimed at the study of this approach and is 
organized as follows. First, the goals and objectives of the re
search are given. Furthermore, the main theoretical prerequi
sites solving the problem of adaptive control based on LSTM
networks and the structure of the proposed system are consid
ered; a simplified model of the control object is shown, the 
figures describe the characteristics of the learning process. fi
nally, the results are discussed.

Purpose. The aim of the work is to study the possibility of 
using LSTM networks for adaptive control systems as an en
abler of biogas production increase in an anaerobic digester.

The following tasks were formulated to achieve this aim:
 to determine the appropriate methods to solve the con

trol problem in continuous technological processes that can
not be precisely mathematically modeled and are character
ized by uncertainties of the initial conditions and external fac
tors;

 to explore possible options and justify the choice of the 
type of neural network control system;

 to suggest a structure and a procedure for setting up 
(learning) of the control system and a scheme for its imple
mentation;

 to model the control system for biogas production in the 
anaerobic digester based on the actorcritic model using 
LSTM neural networks and to confirm the fundamental pos
sibility of using control systems of a new type for biogas pro
duction in the anaerobic digester.

Theoretical background. In this paper, we describe an 
adaptive system controlled by intelligent agents [10]. They 
learn to make decisions in the changing conditions of the bio
gas production process. Intelligent agents utilize the unsuper
vised learning strategy in order to choose random actions (or 
sequences of random actions) and the assessment of the par
ticular action quality.

Using randomly selected actions and accumulated “expe
rience”, an agent eventually elaborates a predictive model of 
the system. To assess the quality of the agent’s actions, some 
feedback that separates the “bad” actions from the “good” 
ones is needed. Systems of this type, implemented as program
mable units are already well known [11, 12].

This approach to the strategy elaboration based on reward 
is described for the method of optimal strategies definition in a 
discrete Markov decision process (MDP) [10]. The optimal 
strategy is an agent’s behavior strategy that maximizes the ex
pected total reward. However, unlike the discrete Markov 
model, the problem of control of the anaerobic digester is con
tinuous; moreover, there is no complete model of the dynamic 
system. In addition, the reward function is unknown.

Similarly to optimal control, reinforced learning algo
rithms, minimize the cumulative sum of costs for a given time 
horizon. In the system, described in this paper, optimal con
trol actions are generated at the training stage during the pro
cess of trial and error in direct interaction with the anaerobic 
digester. Artificial neural networks are chosen as a learning 
model adapting to the control of a nonlinear multidimension
al dynamic system.

Reinforcement Learning. Reinforcement Learning (RL) is 
a computational approach for sequential decision making un
der uncertainty.

Fig. 2 shows the interaction between the agent and the en
vironment: the agent takes an action that changes the state of 
the system and receives a scalar reward signal from the envi
ronment. The RL algorithm attempts to maximize the cumu

Fig. 1. Functioning of the anaerobic digester:
1 ‒ heating with the steam; 2 ‒ the substrate load; 3 – biogas 
output; 4 ‒ draining sludge; 5 ‒ mixture for fermentation
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lative reward by studying the unknown environment during the 
process of trial and error.

The Markov decision process for a discrete system formal
izes the interaction between the agent and the environment. It 
possesses the following basic components:

s ∈ S: state space
a ∈ A: action space
r ∈ R: reward obtained after the transition from the current 

state to the next one.
p(a|s): a strategy mapping the state s to action a. Usually, a 

stochastic strategy is used, but deterministic strategies can also 
be used.

P(s, r|s, a): transition probability distribution, which de
fines one dynamic step. It is the probability that the environ
ment will return the reward r after the transition to the next 
state s_ from state s after action a.

The process can be considered an interaction of an agent 
with the environment at discrete time stamps, t = 0, 1, 2, 3, … . 
At time stamp t, the agent evaluates the state of the environ
ment st, which is the argument for the choice function of the 
action at, available for this state. Evaluation of the reward rt 
allows finding the accuracy of the strategy at the next step.

For each value of step t, the agent refines the mapping 
p(a|s) by changing the probability of each action selection. 
Thus, the agent creates a strategy by an iterative procedure, 
which is called reinforced learning. The strategy generation al
lows maximizing the cumulative amount of reward. This pro
cess is formalized as the Gt rewards function.

The goal of the RL agent is to learn the optimal policy that 
maximizes the expected amount of Gt rewards

 Gt = rt + 1 + rt + 2 + rt + 3 + … + rt + N. (1)

The goal is to use reward information to determine the ex
pected utility. The utility is defined as the expected amount 
(possibly decreasing over time) of the obtained rewards if the 
agent follows the strategy p.

In order to simulate the amount decrease (discounting), 
the amount is usually weighted. A discount factor γ(0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) 
is introduced to determine the current value of the reward. In 
case of the discount, the total reward is determined by the 
equation (2).

 Gt = rt + 1 + γrt + 2 + γ2rt + 3 + … .  (2)

With γ = 1, the total reward is the sum of the rewards at 
each step, and with γ = 0, if only the last reward is estimated.

The choice of the intermediate value γ makes it possible to 
adjust the confidence of the estimation. The estimated func
tion (3) can be introduced as the mathematical expectation of 
the total reward. This function estimates the expected total re
turn of Gt, starting from a certain state s after applying the π 
strategy.

 vp(s) = Ep[Gt|s].  (3)

The basic idea (3) is that the function takes the optimal 
value of vp

*, when the optimal strategy is p*.
The solution of this problem is based on the classical Q

learning algorithm. The algorithm is based on a virtual table 
(Qtables) in which the reward for each possible action is re
corded for each possible state.

Learning, in this case, means choosing an action according to 
this table (with some randomness introduced) and adjusting it 
after reward obtaining. This formulation and the technique go 
back to the Bellman dynamic programming method. Neural net
works can solve this problem. Great opportunities of such algo
rithms are proved by the Deep QNetwork (DQN) system [13].

This approach is used for discrete systems with a finite 
number of states and actions, which is the main disadvantage 
of it. Attempts to break continuous intervals into a finite num
ber of subintervals cause numerous problems. The problem of 
dimensionality of the obtained table is one of them, though 
not even the most challenging one.

Reinforcement learning can be applied to continuous 
models with the parametrized strategy space. Thus, the RL 
problem is converted into an optimization problem for the ob
jective function J(q) according to the strategy π (θ)

In this case, it is possible to use gradient methods, which 
gives certain advantages compared with the stochastic choice 
of strategy for the evaluation function. A known method of 
this type is the REINFORCE method [14]. The REIN
FORCE method requires the gradient strategy to the objective 
function J(q). For example, a strategy can be represented by a 
neural network, its weights are the parameters of the strategy, 
the input signal is the current state, and the output is equal to 
the probability of an action choice. If θ is the vector of strategy 
parameters and J is the performance of the corresponding 
strategy (for example, the average reward per step), then the 
parameters are adjusted proportionally to the gradient (4) in 
case of the gradient strategy.

 .J∂
Dq = α

∂q
  (4)

A neural network model with q parameters can be used as 
a parameterized model for determining a stochastic or deter
ministic strategy. In [15], a neural network system based on a 
deterministic gradient policy (DDPG) for continuous spaces 
was proposed. The principle of dynamic programming in this 
case requires using two separate cycles: the agent training cycle 
and the critic training cycle. In the agent cycle, the neural net
work learns to approximate the optimal control signal. The 
critic learns to optimize the function J(t ). Methods of adaptive 
critic are based mainly on the gradient strategy. They allow ap
proximating the model of the control system implicitly through 
the generation of reward values. The adaptive critic system 
consists of two neural modules: the control module (actor) 
and the critic module. In the control module, the learning 
process is reduced to minimization of the functional cost J(t). 
The critic module calculates the approximation of the cost 
function. Thus, in actorcritical methods, an actor is built as a 
neural network with a parametrized strategy, and the critic is a 
neural network with a parameterized estimate of rewards.

LSTM neural network. Classical multilayer neural net
works are very slow learners, which is critical for control tasks 
There are two main reasons for this:

1. The computing resources of modern computers are still 
insufficient for learning by backpropagation, especially when 
networks have several layers and a large number of hidden nodes.

2. The problem of the vanishing gradient: the error gradi
ent decreases from layer to layer during backward propagation, 
which leads to a very long learning process.

Moreover, classical multilayer neural networks are not 
adapted to remember information, which is one of their weak
nesses. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are aimed at over
coming this weakness: they contain cycles that are allowed to 
store information.

RNN is similar to the classical neural network if one would 
trace its work in time. The neural network element receives 
some value x as its input and returns the value h after conversion.

The cycle uses the output h along with the consequent 
value of x in the next conversion step (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. The basic idea of the reinforcement learning
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In fact, the recurrent network can be transformed into a 
sequence of multilayer neural networks that transmit informa
tion to subsequent layers, as shown in Fig. 4.

This chain shows that recurrent neural networks are designed 
to work with sequences and lists. RNNs are relevant architec
tures for use in control systems where the sequences of signals are 
precisely the most important issue for generating control actions.

Recently, such networks have been considerably successful 
in many applications of artificial intelligence, such as NLP, im
age and speech recognition, machine translation and others.

Such success was essentially facilitated by the emergence 
of LSTM (Long shortterm memory) networks – a specific 
type of recurrent neural networks that work better than classi
cal multilayer networks in a large number of tasks. Longterm 
memorization of information is an important feature of LSTM 
networks. Almost all known breakthroughs in the field of arti
ficial intelligence have been achieved using LSTM networks.

LSTM networks solve the vanishing gradient problem by 
adding three gates into the neural cell architecture (input gate, 
output gate, forget gate). Their task is to use memory of the 
past states effectively.

LSTM networks have a fourlayer, specifically organized 
structure (Fig. 5).

The following chain can formally describe the LSTM 
computational scheme:

f (k) = σ(Wf [h(k - 1), x(k)]+ bf) forget gate

i(k) = σ(Wi[h(k - 1), x(k)]+ bi) input gate

 o(k) = σ(Wo[h(k - 1), x(k)] + bo) output gate (5)

Ci(k) = tanh (Wc[h(k - 1), x(k)] + bc) input state

C(k) = f(k)C(k) + i(k)Ci(k) cell state

h(k) = o(k)σ(C(k)) hidden state,

where k is the step number, x(k) is the input vector, h(k) is the 
output vector, С(k) is the state vector, f(k), i(k), o(k) are the 
gate vectors. Wf, Wi, Wo, Wc are matrices of weights and bf, bi, 
bo, bc are biases for forget, input, output, and cell elements re
spectively, σ(⋅) is a sigmoid activation function for input, out
put and forget gate, tanh (⋅) is the activation function for the 
state of the memory cell based on the hyperbolic tangent.

Information memorization in LSTM networks is imple
mented by the variable of the cell C (k) state. The state of the 

cell is transferred through the entire chain of calculations. In 
some cases, the information may pass with little or no change. 
The gates values regulate the ability of the network to add or 
remove information in the cell.

These advantages of the LSTM network can be used to 
control the operation of the digester. Networks with such an 
architecture are trained faster than classical backpropagation 
networks since they have no vanishing gradient problem.

Additionally, it is very important that they are adapted for 
storing sequences, especially for dynamic systems which oper
ate with the output signal as a result of the sequence of input 
control signals.

Structure of the anaerobic digester control system based on 
reinforcement learning. The proposed reinforcement learning 
driven control system for the anaerobic digester control con
sists of two LSTM networks, one for the actor and one for the 
critic. In Fig. 6 the RL architecture of interaction between ac
tor and critic controllers is shown. Several steps are performed 
to monitor the state.

First, the controller gives out a set of control actions. The ac
tor calculates the output of the control action after observing the 
state. The critic calculates the value of the reward function. This 
value is used as a baseline for updating the critic strategy gradient.

Fig. 7 shows a diagram for the reinforcement learning sys
tem in the mode of the object control. The controller receives 
the vector of the current reference signal r(k + 1) and the state 
vector S(k), which is a sequence of the last outputs of the sys
tem {y(k), y(k - 1), …, y(k - N)}. The neurocontroller gener
ates a control signal u(k), consequently the control object gen
erates the output y(k + 1).

The neural control system learning is performed on the 
model of the object (or on the real object) and includes simul

Fig. 3. The recurrent network cycle:
Xt ‒ a sequence of inputs; ht ‒ a sequence of states

Fig. 4. Expanded recurrent network:
xi ‒ is a sequence of inputs; hi ‒ is a sequence of states

Fig. 5. LSTM scheme used in a recurrent neural network

Fig. 6. The implementation of reinforcement learning

Fig. 7. Implementing control in reinforcement learning
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taneous learning of both the critic module and the control 
controller. The critic module learns by changing its weights ac
cording to the gradient descent method. The weights of the 
controller are adjusted by the same scheme.

The training procedure continues until either the steps 
limit is reached, or the sufficient control quality is achieved.

Simulation of anaerobic digester control based on actor-
critic model. To test the possibility of building a biogas control 
system in a digester, computer simulation of the technological 
process was carried out. An adequate biogas production model 
had to be chosen.

Analysis of classical mathematical models of the kinetics 
of biochemical processes has shown that the model of enzy
matic reactions described by the Mono equations can be used. 
According to it, the simplest closed system of kinetic equations 
for a flow system can be represented as follows [6]

;XdX Q X
dt V

= m -

( )0 ;s
dS Q
dt

X Y S S
V

= -m + -

 ( )0 ;TdT Q
V

G
dt

T u- +=   (6)

m = mmax/(1 + K/S);

mmax = 0.013T - 0.129,

where S is the concentration of the substrate, X is the concen
tration of sludge in the digester, Q is the flow rate, V is the 
volume of the anaerobic digester, S0 is the concentration of the 
incoming substrate; Ys is a coefficient showing the amount of 
the absorbed substrate used for biomass creation, m is the spe
cific growth rate of the substrate, mmax is the maximum specific 
growth rate of the substrate corresponding to the maximum 
saturation level, K is the constant of half saturation, Gu is the 
heating intensity.

The gas yield can be described in terms of growth rate and 
gas yield factor Yg

 G = QYgmX.  (7)

We performed computer simulation of the critic learning 
in the actorcritic system and the implementation of the con
trol action according to the abovementioned scheme. In the 
simulation, we used the values   of variables for the thermophil
ic process from Table.

For this model we chose the heating intensity Gu and the 
flow rate of the substrate in the digester Q as the control actions.

For the simulation, we used TensorFlow, An open source 
machine learning library for research and production devel
oped by Google. This library includes modules for working 
with various types of neural networks.

The computational experiments showed the convergence 
of the learning process (Fig. 8). The test results showing the 
process of changing the biogas yield for the model with the 
learning control system are shown in Fig. 9. The results prove 
the fundamental possibility of the proposed system applica
tion to control of the process of biogas production in the an
aerobic digester.

Discussion of research results for the control system based 
on lSTM networks. As a result of the learning of the proposed 
biogas production control system in the digester, it is shown 
that an increase in the efficiency of the technological process 
can be achieved through the use of an adaptive system of mul
tidimensional regulation. This system can be built based on 
neural network control using deep learning networks that have 
recently demonstrated great results in many areas of artificial 
intelligence.

It is shown that for dynamic control systems the use of 
LSTM networks is preferable comparing to classical multilayer 
networks.

It has to be mentioned that the mathematical model of 
the technological process was essentially simplified. The aim 
was to prove the concept and verify the ultimate possibility of 
the proposed control system use. The choice of realworld 
control actions and measurable process parameters is possi
ble only in the course of a fullscale experiment, which is not 
the goal of this research. However, the obtained result proves 
the possibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach to 
building an adaptive control system. The proposed system 
will provide an increase in the efficiency of the anaerobic di
gester, which allows solving the problem related to alternative 
energy production and utilization of household and indus
trial wastes.

Table
Parameter values for simulation the conditions of operation 

of the anaerobic digester

Parameter Value
K
Q
S
S0
T
T0
V
X
Ys
Yg
m

mmax

1458
300
300

9000
55
30

3000
0.5

5.75e-5
3.045

1
0.52

Fig. 8. Curve of the learning process:
on the X axis ‒ the step number (time); on the Y axis ‒ the level of 
reward

Fig. 9. Curve showing gas output after training:
on the X axis ‒ the step number (time); on the Y axis ‒ the calcu-
lated level of the gas output
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Further improvements of the proposed control system are 
related to the experiments with the extended mathematical 
model of the process.

 Conclusions.
1. The proposed structure of the biogas production control 

system in the digester allows using adaptive optimal control 
methods for complex technological processes that do not have 
an accurate description of the mathematical model and are 
characterized by high uncertainty of the initial conditions and 
external factors. There are more than 10 possible parameters, 
measured as process states; the number of control channels 
depends on the complexity of the equipment of a particular 
digester and can vary from 2 to 10. In this case, the state pa
rameters are in the nonlinear mutual influence.

2. It is shown that the problem of control of the biogas pro
duction in the anaerobic digester can be solved by reinforce
ment learning driven approach implemented for a continuous 
dynamic system (unlike the classical approach for systems with 
a discrete state space). The system can be implemented as two 
neural networks in the actorcritic architecture. The neural 
control system includes two neural network modules: the mod
ule of critic learning and the module of controller  learning.

3. A special type of recursive neural network called LSTM 
neural networks is proposed for the first time for control of the 
biogas production in the anaerobic digester.

4. Computer simulations confirmed the possibility of this 
approach implementation for an adaptive control system of 
biogas production in an anaerobic digester. We achieved the 
convergence of the learning process for 600 episodes on a sim
plified model with two control channels and four measure
ment channels. We also proved the possibility of subsequent 
extension of the model without fundamental reorganization of 
the control system.
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Мета. Дослідження можливості застосування систем 
штучного інтелекту на основі нейронних мереж для під
вищення ефективності технологічного процесу виробни
цтва біогазу в метантенку шляхом оптимізації нелінійної 
системи управління.

Методика. Математичне та імітаційне комп’ютерне 
моделювання для побудови системи адаптивного управ
ління на основі нейронної LSTMмережі з використан
ням методів навчання з підкріпленням. Дослідження 
збіжності процесу навчання нейронної мережі на нелі
нійній математичній моделі технологічного процесу.

Результати. Проведений обчислювальний експери
мент показав збіжність процесу навчання за 600 епізодів 
на моделі із двома керуючими каналами й чотирма кана
лами вимірювання та ефективність роботи запропонова
ної адаптивної системи управління для програмної моде
лі технологічного процесу. Отримані результати підтвер
джують принципову можливість використання цього 
підходу для управління реальним процесом виробництва 
біогазу в метантенку.

Наукова новизна. Показано, що задача управління 
отриманням біогазу в метантенку може бути вирішена на 
основі підходу навчання з підкріпленням, реалізованого 
для неперервної нелінійної динамічної системи. Система 
може бути реалізована у вигляді двох нейронних мереж в 
архітектурі акторкритик. Для побудови модуля критики 
й модуля нейроконтролера системи адаптивного управ
ління запропоновано використовувати архітектуру не
йронної мережі на основі спеціального виду рекурсивної 
нейронної мережі ‒ LSTM нейронних мереж, що раніше 
не використовувалася для управління виробництвом біо
газу в метантенку.

Практична значимість. Запропонований метод побу
дови системи управління метантенку призведе до підви
щення ефективності виробництва біогазу як альтерна
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тивного поновлюваного джерела енергії. Розширення 
сфери застосування метантенків також вплине на вирі
шення проблеми утилізації промислових і побутових від
ходів життєдіяльності людини.

Ключові слова: управління процесом, управління метан-
тенком, навчання з підкріпленням, нейронні мережі, мережі 
LSTM, системи адаптивної критики
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Цель. Исследование возможности применения си
стем искусственного интеллекта на основе нейронных 
сетей для повышения эффективности технологического 
процесса производства биогаза в метантенке путем опти
мизации нелинейной системы управления.

Методика. Математическое и имитационное ком
пьютерное моделирование для построения системы 
адаптивного управления на основе нейронной LSTM
сети с использованием методов обучения с подкреплени
ем. Исследование сходимости процесса обучения ней
ронной сети на нелинейной математической модели тех
нологического процесса.

Результаты. Проведенный вычислительный экспе
римент показал сходимость процесса обучения за 600 
эпизодов на модели с двумя управляющими каналами и 
четырьмя каналами измерения и эффективность работы 
предложенной адаптивной системы управления для 
программной модели технологического процесса. По
лученные результаты подтверждают принципиальную 
возможность использования этого подхода для управле
ния реальным процессом производства биогаза в метан
тенке.

Научная новизна. Показано, что задача управления 
получением биогаза в метантенке может быть решена на 
основе подхода обучения с подкреплением, реализован
ного для непрерывной нелинейной динамической систе
мы. Система может быть реализована в виде двух ней
ронных сетей в архитектуре актеркритик. Для построе
ния модуля критики и модуля нейроконтроллера систе
мы адаптивного управления предложено использовать 
архитектуру нейронной сети на основе специального 
вида рекурсивной нейронной сети – LSTM нейронных 
сетей, которая ранее не использовалась для управления 
производством биогаза в метантенке.

Практическая значимость. Предложенный метод по
строения системы управления метантенком приведет к 
повышению эффективности производства биогаза как 
альтернативного возобновляемого источника энергии. 
Расширение сферы применения метантенков также ока
жет существенное влияние на решение проблемы утили
зации промышленных и бытовых отходов жизнедеятель
ности человека.

Ключевые слова: управление процессом, управление ме-
тантенком, обучение с подкреплением, нейронные сети, 
сети LSTM, системы адаптивной критики
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